
1.   Make certain entry system or ladder is fully assembled 
and positioned above a vertical support post of the pool;      
securely fastened to the top rail of pool. 

2.   Remove the TOP bolt only, washers 
& nut from each of the upper handrail 
sets as shown in Figure 2 
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3.   Position a connector kit end 
post (see 3.1) on the side of your 
entry system. The post fits into the 
square notch of the top platform of 
the entry (see 3.2) and in line with 
the top bolts of the upper handrails 
(see Figure 3.3). Make certain the 
small pilot holes drilled for the rail 
connecting screws face outward, 
away from the pool. Using a fence 
rail; fit rail into routed hole in post 
and adjust post up or down to make 
rail level (see 3.4). Mark location of 
post against entry once level.      
Repeat for both sides - posts 
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4.   With post in place & rail level, mark 
top bolt hole location on post  where bolt 
was removed from handrail set (see Step 
2 above). Drill a 1/4" hole directly 
through post at mark. Using a 5/8" drill 
bit, enlarge ONLY the outside 1/4" hole 
(furthest away from entry). Secure post 
in place at this location using the 2" bolt 
provided. Similarly, where post meets 
top platform of entry at indentation, drill 
a 5/8" hole in outside wall of post -
furthest away from entry. Drill a 1/4" hole 
through inside face of post only and   
secure post to platform with # 14 x 1" 
screw (see 4.1). If post meets entry at 
hole for fence rail, drill 1/4" hole only 
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5.   With posts securely in place, assemble 
fencing on both sides of entry following 
instructions supplied with fence. Complete  
assembly by securing fence rails with the 
#8 x 3/4" screws provided (see 5.1). Cut 
excess post at top if required. Make certain 
fence & entry are stable & secure before 
using - REMEMBER - SWIM SAFELY! 
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